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President Says 
Members, 

 The Committee has been focused on conducting personal, in depth and detailed research into the 
fundamental activities of the Club......... by getting out walking, liloing and canyoning to our hearts 
content!  

 I recently achieved my own primary personal goal as President, by ensuring that we had decent wine served 

at the SBW Christmas Party – no more Chateau Cardboard! 

 Jason Lorch has recently completed producing a very professional “Media Kit” (Thanks!) to use in 

marketing the Club to potential Advertisers – this is not just for the Magazine/Newsletter, as we are going 

to “pilot” having some adds on our Web Site – these will be only at the bottom of the screen and will need 

to conform to our existing themes. By this means we are seeking to alert Members to good deals for gear 

and commercial adventure holidays, and also attract some more income for the Club 

 The “Office of Environment and Heritage” have advised that they have completed their initial paper based 

appraisal of the potential suitability of Coolana for a Voluntary Conservation Agreement (VCA) and said 

“Yes” and formulated a draft formal Agreement. They will now proceed to conduct an “onsite” inspection – 

thus there is a potential that we will have a refined/final (??) Agreement for consideration by the Members 

by the AGM (no promises , as the wheels of State grind slowly) 

 Our application to the Sydney Catchment Authority for a Grant has been successful to the tune of $4,250 – 

which will mean that a lot of tree planting and Lantana lashing can occur at Coolana– this submission was 

drafted up by one of a Members – so, a big Congratulations to Leo Butler – and Yes, those of you who have 

met him and done the “double take” can confirm that he sports Wade‟s distinctive Mug, and his preference 

for going barefoot confirms that he carries Dot‟s genes  

 The Autumn Activities Program is now open for submission to Tony Holgate at activities@sbw.org.au , so, 

can Leaders please send him Trip details before 29 Jan 12. We need: 

 Q Walks of all types and locations 

 Some extended trips to great locations for Easter – it‟s a while since we have had a Warrumbungles 

or a Barrington Tops trip 

 Some for ANZAC Day – which is on a Wednesday this year – so options of: 

  taking either the Monday & Tuesday, or the Thursday & Friday, off work to make a 5 day 

trip somewhere 

 A Day Trip 

 A trip to Splendour Rock, to give Members and opportunity to participate in the unique 

Dawn Service, commemorating the Bush Walkers who served in WW2 -    

http://www.bushwalking.org.au/ SplendourRock.html 

 Some easy medium trips – i.e. walk in a couple of hours to a nice spot to camp, then do side trips – 

ideal for the Old but no longer so Bold, and Prospectives to ease them into to camping and pack 

carrying   

 Activities based at/out of Coolana for the Reunion Weekend of 10-11 March (please mark your 

diaries) such as: 

 Day Trips (up and down the Passes in the Escarpment) 

 Mountain Biking – train down to Moss Vale, cycle to Coolana via Meryla Pass, then to 

Coolana on the Saturday, on the Sunday ride to Berry and catch the train home (or other 

routes) 

 Paddle up from Tallowa Dam on Saturday, “Reunion” that night, paddle back on Sunday. 

Or, a “To and From” with a “Put In” at Bendella. Or, as the Dam will probably be 

overflowing, a “Fast” trip down the Shoalhaven to the Sea!  

 Canyoning – daytrips to do Bungonia and Jerrara (or a couple of “Mystery” locations...) 

 Lesley is looking for more players for the trip to South America in May. This is a great opportunity in 

absolutely magnificent terrain! (Machu Pichu and the Altiplano). There are options to go for 2, 4 or 6 weeks 

trekking in Peru.   

 Tom Wenman and Kenn Clacher have done a great job in writing up the history of the Club for the period 

1987 to 2011, and so has Michael Keats as Editor – we will shortly be making this available in electronic 

form  
 

“Happy New Year to All” 

Ian Wolfe 
President SBW 

1. 
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Editor’s Note 
Hello everyone, 
 

Hope you all had a wonderful time over the holidays.  The weather finally improved and was just perfect for 
bushwalking!  At least it was in the Snowies! The highlight of the trip perhaps being the „red‟ themed New Year‟s 
Eve Party!   

 
If you had a great trip or adventure set pen to paper and share it with us all! 
 

Thank all members who have contributed articles and photographs.  The newsletters and magazines are dependent 
on your articles. 
 

Melinda Turner 
editor@sbw.org.au 
 

We Need to Limit the Size of the Magazines (a bit) 
Due to rising printing and postage costs for the hard copy Magazine (i.e. once a quarter) the Committee feels that 
we need to move to control the growing size of the magazines.  
 

We are going to trial the following guidelines for the February edition:  
 

 Individual articles for magazine to be limited to two A4 pages (with photos) i.e. make them short and 
punchy with the highlights – as this will also make them more readable for the masses 
 

 Leaders to minimize your contributions for the Walks Report section to 15 lines in the table (If you want to 
write a longer piece, turn it into an article for the magazine or newsletters)  
 

Articles for the electronic newsletters are not affected by size, so scribe away to your heart's content, but we 
suggest that a length of 3 pages will aid readability by others. 

 

Volunteers are needed for the 2012 Committee and support roles 
The majority of the current Committee are continuing on for next year, with some rotation of roles. However, 
some are retiring after many years of contribution (thanks!), so we need some new blood. 
Whilst all roles are open to any Member to nominate for, we are particularly looking for:  
 

 New Members Secretary  

 Memberships Secretary  

 Communications Secretary  
 

Also Associate Secretary Roles (not formally on the Committee):  
 

 Social Secretary  

 Editor  

 Business Manager  
 

If you feel you would potentially like to contribute,  and one of these roles appeals to you, please email or ring the 
President & Secretary at president@sbw.org.au and secretary@sbw.org.au to have an exploratory chat (and 
Nominations Forms [ Word and PDF] can be found on the Resources Page of our web site at:    
http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-resources-members.seo - and we can find people to support your 
nomination as needed!) 

 
2.   

Please welcome the following new members 
 Hubert Habicht 
 Cvet Jankulovska 
 Ruslan Mikulsky 

 
 

Lisa and Mark looking 
awesome in „red‟! 

 

mailto:editor@sbw.org.au
mailto:president@sbw.org.au
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The SBW Christmas Party / Dec 21  
Well, it rained the day before, it rained the day after, and it threatened to rain on the Day, but in the end it 
didn‟t!  
 

Instead, we had quite a balmy soft evening in the courtyard of the KNC. About 70 Members attended with the usual 
array of delectable offerings (there were some very nice spicy sausages, sushi, Spiro‟s pastry, smoked chicken, 
intriguing cheeses and the usual plethora of sweet things. We went “up market” with the wine this year, and there 
were some nice drops to be imbibed.   Lots of carousing was conducted with members catching up.  
 

The large crop of recent new Members were presented with their Flannel Flower enamel Badges and formally 
welcomed into the Club by the acclaim of the Member‟s applause. Flannel Flower Badges were also distributed to 
any of the existing Members who had not previously received one (and this process is repeated at Social Nights).  
 

The occasion was also taken to confer “Commendations” for conspicuous contribution to SBW upon a number of 
well deserving Members. The Commendation takes the form of a framed certificate, with the citation printed on 
the Club‟s parchment paper, which has the wonderful Alan Rigby lithographs on the borders, to which is affixed the 
Seal of SBW.  The members recognized and applauded by the club assembled included: 
 

 “Chernobyl” Capon   for service on the Committee, for leading innumerable walks to remote places in 
Australian as well as NZ, and for doing so with eccentric style (received by Marella Hogan on Bill‟s behalf) 
 

 Tom Wenman    for documenting the Club‟s History, for leading innumerable walks (especially in the 
UK) and cycling trips, mentoring others and having a fine singing voice (as evidenced at numerous Reunions, 
Campfires and Chronic Operas) 
 

 David Rostron   for leading numerous canyoning, XC Skiing (if the weather was fair) and walking trips, 
for contributing to the Club‟s History and especially for opening up the Flinders, Western MacDonalds, Bungle 
Bungles & Kimberly‟s to SBW 

 

 Oliver Crawford   for service on the committee, for leading walks and especially for re-validating the 
Passes of the Colo (and earning the Praise Name of “Captain Moonlight” for occasionally concluding walks 
under the silvery moon) 

 

We also announced a commendation for Caro Ryan - for service on the committee, upgrading the web site, 
advancing the use of Social Media, for founding the Tiggers, for leading trips, and for her significant contributions 
to BWRS/Confederation – this will be presented in person at a suitable future opportunity. 
 

 
 

Ian Wolfe presenting new members with their SBW flannel flower badges 
 

Annual Balmoral Picnic / Jan 4 
When we got there the southerly was howling and the sky was ominous, but as soon as we started to play Boules 
the wind abated and the sky cleared (a bit). The 30-35 members then enjoyed a balmy evening by the seaside. The 
Boules was a success with 6 sets magically emerging, and there was much firm grasping of steel balls and lots of 
petanqueing. The fish and chips were up to par, as were the various libations. 
 

3.  

Photographs of the old Glen Shale Mine Megalong Valley? 
The Publishing Committee of the Australian Railway Historical Society is proposing to reprint G.H. Eardley's and 
E.M. Stephens's classic book "The Shale Railways of New South Wales" with notes of latest research as an 
addendum. Anyone with photographs (B & W or colour, or high res scanned images) is requested to send them in, 
together with permission for use. Each photo will be credited in the publication. 
 

If you can help please contact John R Newland. His email address is johnnewland33@gmail.com  



Mountain Island Traverse / November 5th & 6th, 2011 
Michael Keats 

By 0927 on Saturday we were walking from the locked gate on the Wolgan River Trail at 0927, GR 433 259. Carrying 
full packs the humidity was noticeable immediately. Even the small rise up and over the Devils Pinch made us 
sweat copiously. At 1025 we reached GR 464 263, a point where the Wolgan River Trail and the Wolgan River 
adjoin. Here hats were filled with water and then put back on. The water did not even make its way to my waist. It 
had evaporated running down my back. It was only 1025. 
 

At GR 485 264, almost at the point where we would start our climb up a negotiable ravine, I called morning tea. 
This is a delightful tree shaded spot on the river and ideal for a brief rest. It was also ideal to strip off most of the 
gear and take a cool immersion in the river shallows. I did and I think a lot of others regretted not joining me. It 
cooled my core body temperature down which helped a lot for surviving the climb ahead. A well invested ten 
minutes. 
 

At 1120, GR 487 263, the climb was on. Geoff‟s notes record, „scramble, no abseil, no handline‟. He was right on all 
counts. The lower section of the climb is hard only because of the slippery dry leaves. There are lots of useful rocks 
to hang onto and even with full packs the climb was not difficult. There is a point where a cliff line needs to be 
negotiated by way of a counter intuitive ramp or two but otherwise the lower climb is straightforward. It is 
important to keep to the western side of the ravine in this lower section. 
 

A rest stop was taken at GR 486 260, 556m before we entered a much tighter section of the ravine. Here the 
vegetation transitioned to rainforest with epiphytes bedecking trees and rocks. The humidity was also much lower 

although there was no water in the creek bed. The way 
forward quickly becomes a narrow pad positioned hard 
against the western wall. The rate of climb accelerates 
rapidly. Given our desire not to overshoot the saddle we 
overcompensated and ended up finding another more 
challenging route, GR 486 257 through the upper cliffs. 
This route had a lot more scrambling than anticipated 
although nothing too serious. 
 

Nearby an excellent deeply recessed, shaded overhang, 
was found about 50m vertically below the top of the 
cliffs, GR 485 256, 731m. It being 1245 this was made our 
lunch spot. From this overhang there are great views over 
the terrain to the NE, the east and the SE over complex 
cliff lines. At 1310 somewhat refreshed we continued the 
final leg of the climb to the top of the plateau. 
 

On top the vegetation was open forest and not all that 
impressive. There were few blue flowers of Stypandra 
glauca, the occasional dark pink Grevillea sericea (or a 
hybrid of it with G. diffusa) and the occasional yellow 

flowers of Isopogon anemonifolius. We did manage to find a good example of the stunning blue, Veined Sun Orchid, 
Thelymitra venosa.  
 

The most urgent issue we needed to address was finding water. Unless we found water before dark the program 
would have to be curtailed and our energies would have to be confined to exiting safely. Again Geoff‟s notes were 
invaluable.  We plotted a route following the sinuous ridge crest towards a high level tributary of Firefly Canyon 
that was marked on his map as „reliable water‟. As recently as 48 hours before we left on the walk Geoff had sent 
through advice warning that this intelligence information was from 1997 and may not hold true in 2011.  
 

Our water supply situation was sufficient but would soon become critical. As such it was our top priority to check it 
out. At 1500, GR 465 250 we commenced a descent into the top end of a complex drainage system that becomes 
Firefly Canyon. The terrain is deeply dissected, the creeks incised and the access challenging. Luckily for us a small 
pool of water was found that, if nothing better could be discovered, we could have boiled and survived. It was the 
colour of dark tea. Better quality water was found downstream at GR 465 250 but it did require considerable effort 
to bring a sufficient quantity of it back to the top. 
 

Having secured sufficient water supply for the next 12 hours and with knowledge that water was also available from 
a permanent spring at the back of a cave in Zobels Gully we then discussed options for a campsite. After agreeing 
that the immediate area was less than ideal for a group of our size it was decided to walk for about another two 
kilometres further west to a high point at GR 457 242 where Geoff recorded on his map that there are good views. 
The site was is a pleasant surprise. It is a sparsely vegetated, elevated rocky outcrop that rises about 20m above 
the surrounding plateau. It is roughly triangular in shape and covers about 500 square metres. The aerial photos are 
quite revealing. At its northern most point there is a fine, gently sloping rock apron with stunning views that 
stretch away over the Wolgan Valley–Capertee Valley divide. The Tayan Pic is a conspicuous profile on the horizon.  
Closer to our position, but north of the Wolgan River is a high point, possibly spot height 834 at GR 462 268.  

4. 

 Route up becomes more challenging, 
 Rodney and Yvonne 



Mountain Island Traverse / November 5th & 6th, 2011 cont. 

As well as stunning views the rock apron also provided a safe spot for a fire and scattered erosion residual rocks 
acceptable seating. Pitching tents required a bit of ingenuity but rocks were used instead of tent pegs. It turned 
out to be such a mild night that sleeping under the stars would have been no hardship. A very pleasant evening was 
spent around the fire with a great variety of „happy hour‟ nibbles being shared. Eating and drinking was temporarily 
interrupted to photograph sunset. The moon with an ice halo provided plenty of light until we all adjourned about 
2045.  Total recorded distance walked 13.5 km; total ascents 646m. 
 

Day 2. 
A symphony of birdcalls woke me at 0545. After pulling on a pair of shorts I went to the eastern end of our elevated 
platform to photograph the sunrise. First the sky suffused red and then a blood red ball rose over the eastern 

horizon.  
 

By 0735 we were ready to move. It was already warm and 
another day of high water consumption lay ahead. Plans for 
exploring the upper reaches of Firefly Canyon were not 
looking good given the rising heat and humidity. A 
miscalculation by the very keen forward scouts set us on a 
north bound course too early and a retracing of our steps 
back up to the main ridge confirmed how easy it is to 
become disoriented when there are no obvious landmarks 
and no lines of sight. 
 

At 0837 we reached an open rock platform, GR 444 240. This 
proved to be a very interesting site with three mounds of 
stones aligned east west across the ridge. Given knowledge 
of previous similar sites I knew this to be a telephone pole 

and guy wires from one of the telephone services that 
connected Newnes /Glen Davis to Newnes Junction on the 

Western Railway Line. Some time was spent here attempting to locate similar pole sites but without success. What 
we did find in our explorations was magic view of a prominent headland that separates Zobels Gully from the 
Wolgan Valley. Looking SW there was a perfect view of Donkey Mountain.  

 

It was then I made a decision that we would attempt to reach the very end of this headland rather than spend time 
in the headwaters of Firefly Canyon.   
 

This change in plans meant we would walk to the cairn that marked the watershed of Zobels Gully north and the 
precipitous, multi cliffed ravine to the north, have morning tea, and then without packs go exploring the succession 
of high points all the way to the end of the promontory if we could. 

 

As we set off due north towards the cairn everyone took part 
in the search for more evidence of the former telephone line. 
Regrettably nothing was found. Fires, souvenir hunters and 
the shortage of materials generally after WWII meant that 
most items of value had been removed for resale or at least 
recycling or for a private collection. It is also the case that 
where telephone wires had been attached to trees, bushfires 
and tree collapse have wiped out evidence. 
 

Arrived at the cairn marking the high point of the watershed 
at 0937, GR 442 243 after overshooting the saddle because 
the ridge was so easy to move along. Also the saddle is very 
narrow and 30m either way would have the uniformed 
observer looking into a deep ravine like gully. 
 

During morning tea we discussed the walk out to the 
promontory. I estimated that it would probably take an hour 

and a half to get there and a similar amount of time to return. The distance involved is about 700m but the 
complexity of navigating our route up and over pagodas would be slow. I also anticipated that the views would be 
compelling so we would be stopping a lot to take pictures. 
 

The walk was a highlight with stunning views north to Newnes and then working anticlockwise through so many 
places we have visited including Point Nicholson, Little Capertee Creek, Mount Dawson, Capertee Creek, the entry 
point for Minotaur Lair, The cliffs of Western Koopartoo, Donkey Mountain, Constance Point, Zobels Gully South, 
the notch watershed between Zobels Gully South and Constance Gorge, the north end of the Cliffs of Mars, and on 
our left heading south, the depths of Zobels Gully North.  

 
5. 

Sunrise 

Donkey Mountain in the Wolgan Valley 



Mountain Island Traverse / November 5th & 6th, 2011 cont. 

It was a very special journey. At the end of the point the photo opportunities were stunning. We stayed and really 
savored this magic place. It has now been named Zobels Point, GR 440 238, 850 m, to match Constance Point, the 
soaring corresponding high point to the immediate south of Zobels Gully. Significantly the scramble to the end 
point is not difficult and I imagine that many other walkers will now want to enjoy the same experience that we 
had. 
 

Returned to the cairn and our packs at 1134. After a good swig of water we set off down into Zobels Gully; down 
and into another world. Within a few minutes the dry sclerophyll forest had given away to rain forest with huge 

networks of vines, ancient sassafras trees and green moss covered, fern 
decorated everything. A great slot we descended had a cave caused by 
a rock collapse. Rodney went exploring and found a suspended bird 
nest. The cameras were hopeless to record it without tripods and time 
exposure. 
 

Down and down we went into a darkening world where the forest floor 
was carpeted with leaves and no under story plants grew at all. Where 
light could penetrate ferns struggled but otherwise it is a totally private 
and quiet world apart from everything. A find that is very special is of a 
basidiomycota fungus, Fomitopsis lilacinogilva  
 

At 1205 we entered the cave, GR 442 241, with the permanent spring 
and sat down in wonder. The spring water was cold and delicious and 
really made lunch special as well. Twenty five minutes later we were on 

our way once more. Surprisingly we found a second spring, more of a seepage that would also provide water for a 
small party, GR 441 238. Even more surprising was to find Zobels Gully actually flowing from this point onwards for 
about 100m. 
 

At 1310 we began to emerge from the northern arm of Zobels Gully below the junction where the south gully flows 
in, GR 440 236. Here the weather changed and we had five minutes of very light rain. At this spot we could also 
look up and see the cliff line of Zobels Point 200m vertically above.  
 

At 1325 we crossed the railway alignment of the former Wolgan Valley Railway using the recently installed cycle 
way that runs from the Glowworm Tunnel car park to the old Newnes Hotel. Not far from here a recently fallen 
tree provides a dry crossing of the Wolgan River. At 1333 the lead group of the party stood on the Wolgan Road 
completing the planned traverse of Island Mountain plus a bit more. 

 
 

6.  

Pagoda on Zobels Point 



A Qualifying Walk to Mt Mouin / Nov 12, 2011 
Nigel Weaver 

 

 
 
Mt Mouin is the eastern-most mountain in the Wild Dog 
Mountains which are located at the south end of 
Megalong Valley in the upper Blue Mountains. Mt Mouin is 
often bypassed by walkers as they take the foot tracks 
to/from Mobbs Soak, Splendour Rock, Cox‟s River, or 
Knights Deck. Yet Mt Mouin has its own attractions, 
including fabulous views in all directions. 
 

The participants on this walk were: 
 
  Nigel Weaver (Leader) 
  David Angell 
  Misako Sugiyama  
  Jan Spencer  
  Graham Byrne 
  Christine McColl  
  Siddhartha Majumdar 
  Tomas Lhotsky 
  Sarah Wang 
  Antra Kalnins 
  Kirsten Black  
  Anastasia Korobova  
  Nikolay Georgievsky  
  Jo Rhoden 
  Jennifer Edwards 
  Daniella Toha 
  Gary Bray  
  Stanley Wong  
  Adrian Buzo 
  Tim Sutherland 
 

Our party departed Carlon‟s Farm on a fine day, headed 
down the nettle-infested track beside Carlon‟s Creek, 
crossed Breakfast Creek, and did the steep ascent to the 
top of Blackhorse Spur where there are good views of the 
Breakfast creek area.  We continued our way up to 
Blackhorse Gap, and then up the rough ascent onto the 
western ridge of Mt Mouin where there are great views of 
Megalong Valley, the cliffs of Narrow Neck, Cox‟s River 
valley, Mt Cloudmaker, Kanangra Walls, and Mt Dingo. 
Wow, what a scenic spot for lunch!  We then continued 
up to the top of Mt Mouin from where there was also a 
great view of Lake Burragorang.  We then did the ultra-
steep descent down to Medlow Gap, and made our way 
around to Carlon‟s Farm via Megalong firetrail. We 
rounded off a great day with a nice meal at Gardners Inn 
at Blackheath, the hotel where Charles Darwin stayed 
back the 1830s when he visited NSW. 
 

 
Photos taken by David Angell 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7.  

 
We enjoy a drink stop in a lovely glade alongside 

Breakfast Creek. 

 
Sarah climbs the stony slopes of the western  

ridge of Mt Mouin. 

 
We enjoy a rest after our lunch on the ridgetop.  That's 

Narrow Neck peninsula in the background!   

 
We manoeuvre our way along the narrow western ridge 

of Mt Mouin. 



 
8.  



Walks & Other Activities / December 1 – 31 
Stephen Brading 

 

Leaders: 
After an activity please email the completed Walks Attendance Form and Activity Report Form to: 

walksreporting@sbw.org.au 
Please send this within 48 hours and keep your copies as these are legal documents 

 

 

 
9.  

Date, Walk Location & Route Activity Participants 
SAT 3 DEC – Day Activity – M222E     Canyon Grade 4/5                            
Blue Mountains NP- Whungee Wheengee Canyon :  
Whungee Wheengee Canyon is an excellent canyon on the north side of the Wollangambe 
River. It features two main constrictions of high quality, a few short abseils and depending 
on water levels, a couple of duck unders. It is also dark and the water is usually very cold. 
There are numerous tricky climb downs and climb arounds. The walk in is reasonably long, 
and the canyon itself can also take a long time. Quite a few swims, up to 30m in the canyon 
proper. Longer swims in the Wollangambe.  

Activity Report: 
It was a sunny but cool day. Participants had been warned to bring extra warm gear in 
anticipation of a normally cool canyon being decidedly cold. Stephen & Yvonne went for 
double-wetsuits - but even that wasn't enough to keep the cold completely at bay. Despite 
this it was a great day with no incidents (Neil's car even started when we got back!). Most of 
the group camped at Mt Wilson and enjoyed a convivial evening with other SBW members. 

Stephen’s Report: 
Having walked with Rachael a couple of years ago and wanting to meet Tom we booked into 
this trip. We had not done a canyon since 2007 and were absolute beginners in comparison to 
the other members of the group. The canyon was quite full of water and there were glow 
worms in places. Rachael kindly avoided a duck under by taking most of the group out of the 
canyon and then abseiling back in. Neil meanwhile enjoyed swimming through using his head 
torch. There was another underwater swim with a length of a couple of metres. The last 
abseil was executed as an awkward exposed down climb requiring steady nerves. Water 
temperature was cold and was felt particularly after we had lunch in the middle of the 
canyon. The long swim down the Wollongambe to the exit was also beautiful, cold and tiring. 
Thank you leaders for providing an enjoyable cold weather canyoning experience. 
 

 
Rachel Grindlay  
Tom Brennan 
Neil Soutar 
Stephen Brading 
Yvonne Brading 
 

 
 
 
 

 

SUN 3 DEC – Day Activity – S222E      Canyon Grade 3                            
Blue Mountains NP- Serendipity Canyon :  
Mt Wilson area canyon, (Entry Level). This is one of the most popular entry level canyons 
around Sydney. The canyon is 3 to 6 abseils of a moderate level. On track walk in and out.  

Melinda’s Report: 
Wonderful day, with an excellent leader! 

Sue Bucknell 
Terry Moss 
Melinda Turner 
David Trinder 
Jason Lorch 
Rebecca Lorch 
Jodie Dixon 
Jeff Boyd 

SUN 4 DEC – Day Activity – M222E       Canyon Grade 4                         
Blue Mountains NP- Kelvinator Canyon: 
Kelvinator Canyon (also known as Water Dragon Canyon) is a good intermediate grade canyon 
on the north side of the Wollangambe River. Lots of scrambling, 2 to 3 abseils, some short 
swims in the canyon and a very long one down the Wollangambe at the end  
  

Stephens Report: 
This was a slower paced day in comparison to Rachael‟s lead the day before which gave us 
more time to appreciate the cold near the end of the canyon. Comical scenes as Yvonne led 
the less inhibited in gym style warm up exercises. Before the first abseil thunder and light 
raindrops made me glad we did Whungee Wheengee on the dry day. The Kelvinator was not 
much colder than Whungee Wheengee. Thank you leaders for another enjoyable day in cold 
weather. 
 

 
Jim Close 
Sue Bucknell 
Terry Moss 
Melinda Turner 
Jodie Dixon 
Stephen Brading 
Yvonne Brading 
Jeff Boyd 

Can’t think of a walk to lead? 
There are well over 1000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database. 

This can be found by logging in to the Members Area on our website: 

http://www.sbw.org.au/ 

Then follow the link “Historical Walks Record”. 

Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception to the 

present day.  Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done there in the past!  

Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk! 



Walks & Other Activities / December 1 – 31 cont. 

 
10.  

Date, Walk Location & Route Activity Participants 
SUN 4 DEC – Day Walk – S111 (Easy/Medium)                                       10km  
Ku-ring-gai Chase NP (Lambert Peninsula) : 
West Head Road - Basin Track - The Basin - Currawong Beach - Mackerel Beach - Resolute 
Beach - West Head Lookout - Koolewong Track - Commodore Heights.  

Walk Report: 
Our group started off the walk in fine mild weather, and followed the trail down to The Basin 
where we had an extended morning break.  From The Basin we went northwards along the 
edge of Pittwater, using a mix of waterside rock shelves and indistinct bush tracks until we 
reached Currawong Beach. As we did this section a southerly change came through, and it was 
obvious that rain was threatening. We continued northwards alongside Pittwater, and as we 
arrived at Mackeral Beach the rain started to tumble down. Because of this we had our lunch 
in the shelter sheds on the local wharf. Just as well we did, because the rain turned into a 
thunderstorm, with severe hail for several minutes!  The rain came to a stop, but the weather 
was now quite cold and windy, with possible rain continuing to threaten.  We continued 
northwards alongside Pittwater on bush tracks, and eventually made our way up to the top of 
West Head. The views of Broken Bay and Pittwater were fabulous even although everything 
looked grey because of the unpleasant weather. We could see heavy rain falling further south 
down Pittwater. After seven or eight minutes at West Head we followed the bush tracks 
inland to Commodore Heights at the Resolute Picnic Area where we hopped into our cars and 
drove to Terrey Hills to enjoy some welcome coffees and milkshakes at the local café-
patisserie. 

 
 
Nigel Weaver 
Leigh McClintock 
Margaret Weaver 
Rosetta Lee   (P) 
Misako Sugama 
David Norton   (P) 
John Kennett 
Evelyn Subagio   (P) 
Owen Kimberley 
Vicki Berglinden   (P) 
Jan Dormor 
Sheena Chew   (P) 

SAT 10 DEC – Day Activity – S222E 
Blue Mountains NP: 
Galong Farm - Hobbles Spur - Breakfast Creek - Cattle Dog Ridge - Knights Deck - Knights 
Pups - Breakfast Creek - Pots & Pans Spur - Ironpot Mountain - Galong Farm. 

Walk Report: 
A fit and amicable group had a good day in the Wild Dogs with no dramas. The weather was 
humid and cloudy; quite warm. The showers that were forecast did not eventuate. We had 
the Wild Dogs to ourselves; we didn't see anyone else all day. Breakfast Creek had plenty of 
water flowing in it which is always good to see. We did not see any snakes, which was 
surprising (but no one complained). There were lots of kangaroos and wallabies around the 
road south of Megalong Crossing including at Carlons and Galong Farms.    

 
Chris Dowling 
Tim Sutherland 
Ross Hutcherson (P) 
Shane Barrie (P) 
Sandra See 

SAT 10 DEC – Day Activity – S222E 
Blue Mountains NP - Wollangambe One Lilo : 
A fun and leisurely day drifting on lilos through Wollangambe One canyon.  

Activity Report: 
It was a rather cool day for our voyage down Wollongambe One but everyone coped with the 
conditions well. Lots of fun and laughter as we attempted to stay out of the water as much as 
possible. All caught in cinematic glory by the club's own film producer! Some of the braver 
participants explored the bottom of Waterdragon (Brrrh!); leader wisely stayed at the beach 
to guard the lilos. Must also mention that leader's lightweight lilo worked a treat, were as one 
of the traditional lilos suffered an untimely death! 

 
Melinda Turner 
David Trinder 
Jacqueline Yates 
Alex Gould 
Toni Bachvarova 
Peter Christian 
Richard Denham 

SAT 10 DEC – Day Activity – M333E   Canyon grade 4 
Wollemi NP - Surefire Canyon : 
A very high quality canyon, rated 9/10 on the Brennan scale. 8km approach, 3 abseils of 
around 10m, 2 climb-downs, some neck deep wades and a tricky exit climbing trees.  

Activity Report: 
Sue Bucknell was co-leader. A good day out, 8 hours car-to-car, we wore wetsuits in the 
canyon just to ensure happiness, 3 abseils and 2 hand-over-hands, then lunch in the cave at 
the end. We exited using a couple of well-placed trees that kept the nerves jangling. We 
were still enthusiastic for canyons at the end of the day so took an extracurricular run 
through Twister canyon before happy hour. One interesting highlight of the day was finding a 
bore hole right at the end of the approach ridge, we threw various rocks down and timed 
their drop, it took 11.8 seconds until the splash noise reverberated back up! I‟m still trying to 
work out what that means in metres… 

 
Richard Pattison 
Sue Bucknell (co-leader) 
Jodie Dixon 
Emmanuelle Convert 
Bjorn Lindhardt Wils 
(visitor) 

SUN 11 DEC – Day Activity – M333E   Canyon Grade 3 
Wollemi NP –Closet & Thunderstorm Canyons : 

Closet has an impressive 40m abseil; Thunderstorm doesn’t rate high on the Brennan scale 
but does have a beautiful waterfall runnel. A tricky climbing pass up to Thunderstorm 
canyon.  

Activity Report: 
Sue Bucknell was co-leader, a long but enjoyable outing to two canyons on either side of 
Rocky creek, taking 11 hours as planned. Closet canyon involved 6 abseils and two swims, 
although half the group avoided the first swim with the aid of rope swinging. A short walk 
lead to our next canyon, our approach involved an exciting exposed scramble up the nose of a 
ridge with the help of 3 handlines, then lunch overlooking this majestic section of Rocky 
creek. The highlight of the day was the Thunderstorm abseils: firstly a 13m drop onto a 1 foot 
wide ledge which overhangs a 25m drop, then the second abseil taking us down that 25m drop 
through a beautiful waterfall runnel. It rained a little on the walk out but didn‟t dampen our 
enjoyment. 

 
Richard Pattison 
Sue Bucknell (co-leader) 
Jodie Dixon 
Emmanuelle Convert 
Jason Lorch 
Rebecca Lorch 
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Date, Walk Location & Route Activity Participants 
SUN 11 DEC – Day Walk – M111  (Easy)                                                 12km 
Northern Illawarra Bushland: 
Maddens Plains - Forest Path - Bullock Track - Stanwell Park Beach - Stanwell Park Station.  

Walk Report: 
We met at Stanwell Park station and did a car convoy to Maddens Plains to start the walk. The 
weather was fine and sunny. We followed the Forest Path northwards to a great clifftop 
lookout where we had our morning break while admiring the spectacular view southwards 
along the coastline.  We could also see an ominous build-up of purple clouds inland to the 
south west.  We continued northwards on the track, but were overtaken by an almighty 
thunderstorm full of heavy rain, lightning bolts, and loud cracks of thunder.  There was little 
choice but to continue along the track in these appalling conditions.  After about 40 minutes 
the storm passed, and all we now had was a little light rain which fortunately stopped for our 
lunch break at another fabulous clifftop lookout closer to Stanwell Park.  We then followed 
the Bullock Track steeply downwards until we ultimately came to Stanwell Park Beach where 
there was a kiosk where we could rest our sodden bodies and enjoy coffees/teas/milkshakes 
together in order to celebrate the end of a very scenic but stormy walk 

 
 
Nigel Weaver 
Margaret Weaver 
Honni Vanrijswijk (P) 
Marina Chan 
Evelyn Subagio   (P) 
John Fitzgerald   (P) 
Julian Martin 
Ted Nixon 
Glenn Draper 
Derek Ledane   (P) 
Sheena Chew   (P) 
Carl Panvino   (P) 

WEEKEND 10-11 DEC – Weekend Activity – S112 (Easy/Medium)                      
Kangaroo Valley - Liloing :  
Saturday - Upper Kangaroo River, part 1. Sunday - Upper Kangaroo River - part 2.   

Activity Report: 
The rain in the previous week, and forecast for showers, had led to an erosion of participants. 
However, the day turned out to be perfect with us being “Toastie” in our wetsuits. The water 
level at 0.5Ms was just sufficient for the trip - We managed to tear holes in 2 of the Lilos by 
jiggling too much, but the use of spares allowed us to continue as planned. However, another 
3 cms of water would have been “ideal” and another 5 cm “too much” refer to: 
http://www.bom.gov.au/fwo/IDN60234/IDN60234.068181.plt.shtml . We “Put In” at Yeola at 
9 am and floated down the “gorgeous” section. This has a number of exciting rapids, 
including some longish ones and ones with some good drops. Very nice rainforest etc. Down 
near the swing bridge the river enters the farm land and flattens out with longer pools – there 
was a fair amount of current, so concerted paddling was not required. The regular rapids 
continued to enliven matters. The river is lined with mature and quite magnificent She Oaks 
along this section and gives a feeling of what the lower Kangaroo River would have been like 
before the Dam was built. We exited at 4.30pm at Kelly‟s Bridge, but there are a number of 
other earlier crossings where a car can be left. In all a great day floating along. 

 
Ian Wolfe 
Susan Roberts   (P) 
Nina Oyama   (V) 

WEEKEND 10-11 DEC – Weekend Activity – M222E  Canyon grade 3-4                      
Newnes: Canyon Workshop:  
This is aimed at intermediate canyoners who are looking to build on their skills, and possibly 
become canyoning leaders. The workshop will be largely practical, hands on and interactive. 
The emphasis will be on doing as much as talking. We will descend two medium (grade 3-4) 
canyons, one each day. We will spend time along the way discussing various aspects of 
canyoning, and then actually doing them in the canyon. Areas of discussion will include 
anchor selection, anchor setup, rope management and retrieval, abseiling skills, knots and 
more.   

Activity Report: 
This weekend was a trial of a canyon workshop for intermediate canyoners, based at the 
ghost town of Newnes, in the Wolgan Valley. I almost called it off on the Thursday due to the 
unpleasant weather forecast, but was lucky I didn't, as the forecast rain held off until 4pm on 
Sunday! We spent time at the lookout before the first canyon talking about various aspects of 
canyoning, and then the canyon itself was pretty much run by the participants themselves, 
with me simply supervising. Everyone had a go at inspecting anchors, rigging abseils and 
descending first, and at certain abseils we discussed some more topics such as abseiling 
techniques, rope pull downs and more. A good night was had around the camp fire, though 
there probably needs to be an SBW inquisition into why no-one was cooking on it! The 
following day we headed off to Looking Glass Canyon, which a few of the party had done 
fairly recently. Luckily we took a different route up to the pass, a different pass and a 
different way into the canyon, so hopefully it was like a different canyon to them! Overall 
everyone was enthusiastic and involved, and the weekend seemed to work fairly well overall. 
 

 
 
Tom Brennan 
Rod Wales 
Brendon Anderson 
Marcia Kaye 
Vivien de Remy de 
Courcelles 
Jim Close 
Huw ap Rees 

 

 
 

 
 

The latest edition of the Confederation of Bushwalking Clubs 
magazine is now available. 

 
It can be downloaded at: 

 
http://www.bushwalking.org.au/mag.html 

 
 

http://www.bom.gov.au/fwo/IDN60234/IDN60234.068181.plt.shtml
http://www.bushwalking.org.au/mag.html
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12.  

Date, Walk Location & Route Activity Participants 
WEEKEND 10-11 DEC – Weekend Activity –                       
Myall Lakes NP - Overnight Kayak Trip :  
We'll launch and finish at Violet Hill which is approx 2.5 hours north from the Sydney end of 
the F3. Actual direction and route that we paddle will depend on the weather forecast but 
we'll possibly try for a circumnavigation of the top (Myall) lake. Distances yet to be 
determined but could be in the vicinity of 20km on Sat (and also on Fri for any 3 day people) 
and 15km on Sun.  

Activity Report: 
Friday:-    Violet Hill - Bombah Point (coffee) - Violet Hill - Johnsons Beach (camp) 
Saturday and Sunday - Johnsons Beach - Violet Hill (to meet up with the other four 
participants) - Nerranie - Shelly Beach (camp) - McGarths Bay - Violet Hill. 

Comments: 
Weather was good with generally light breezes. A good time was had by all. 
 

 
 
Owen Kimberley 
Michele Powell 
Don Andrews 
Bradley Russ 
Rob Barry 
Margaret Barry 
Mark Dabbs 
Lisa McCarthy 

TUE 13 DEC – Day Walk – M111   (Easy/Medium)                             10km 
Macquarie Pass NP - Walk in the Rainforest:  
An easy walk in the warm weather in rainforest and creek to a waterfall and swimming hole.  

Walk Report: 
This was meant to be an easy walk in the rainforest following a creek the northern side up to 
three waterfalls.  Recent rains had made the steep track leading to the second and third 
waterfalls very slippery. Most of us made it to the top spectacular waterfall but coming down 
was treacherous.  One of our members (no name, but he plays in the Bush Music Club) slipped 
and fell heavily against a tree branch that saved him from a further fall.   Although reassuring 
us he was OK he very quickly lapsed into unconsciousness and required first aid to recover to 
a state where he could slowly walk out. So our afternoon walk was replaced by a hospital visit 
where after tests he was allowed to leave 
 

 
Bill Holland 
John Poleson 
John Michaelis 
Maurie Bloom 
Barbara Bloom 
Rick Angel 

25 DEC to 2 JAN – Multi Day Walk - M232 
Walking for 9 days around the Bogong High Plain: 
Christmas day start from Bogong village. Then a loop via Fainter - Feathertop - Mt Hotham - 
Cope Hut - Big River - Mt Wills - Mt Bogong - Bogong village. 

Walk Report: 
This was a great trip taking on some of the classic routes and sights of the Mt Bogong-Mt 
Feathertop area over 9 days. The weather was great for walking for most of the trip despite 
showers and even hail on the first couple of days and frost one night. The huts are plentiful 
and usually come with luxurious toilets. The alpine country is always changing and offers 
grand views from the summits (except from Feathertop before 10am on 27 December). We 
managed to squiz a few swims in our busy schedule. Going off-track from Big river to Mt Wills 
on a spur covered with post fire regrowth is not the best way to spend a warm summer 
morning 
 

 
Vivien de Rémy de 
Courcelles  
Emmanuelle Convert 
Calogero Panvino 

26 DEC to 2 JAN – Multi Day Walk - M232   Q                                     

Kiandra to Kosciuszko:   
Six days walking in Australia's wonderful alpine region, starting in the quiet rolling plains of 
the northern Kosciuszko National Park and finishing with the spectacular Main Range   

Stephens Report: 
A very enjoyable time was had by all. As the days progressed the group really supported each 
other as the rigors of hard track walking took their toll on participant‟s feet in particular. For 
me the best of the walk was the beautiful wildflowers of the Rolling Grounds followed by the 
views from the New Year‟s campsite on Lake Albina saddle.  Thank you David for a really 
special walk. 

 

David Angel 
Stephen Brading 
Yvonne Brading 
Caro Ryan 
Julian Martin 
Anna Thorwart   (P) 
John Robb   (P) 

 
 

 

SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy Pallin Club membership. 
 

 
 

Take along the Paddy Pallin ad on the last page of this newsletter and they will honor this offer!  
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13.   

Date, Walk Location & Route Activity Participants 
27 DEC to 29 DEC – Multi Day Walk – M333       Q    40km                                      

Snowy Mountains - Geehi Dam to Thredbo:   
The route starts at about 1300m, sidles south, descending to the 80m Cascade Falls on Lady 
Northcote Creek at about 1000m, and then climbs up Townsend Spur to Mt Townsend at over 
2200m    

Walk Report: 
We had intended to go from Geehi Dam to Lady Northcotes Ck, up Abbott Ridge and over Mt 
Townsend to Rawson‟s Pass, thence to the top of the Crackenback chair lift.  We got as far as 
Claymore Ck, but were then defeated by a vanished track, steep gradient and thick 
undergrowth.  So we retreated to Geehi Dam, drove to Deadhorse Gap, and then walked to a 
campsite in the upper Thredbo River valley.  On our final day we climbed the Chimneys, 
before returning to the cars, enjoying a drink together at Thredbo, and heading back to 
Sydney. 
 

 
Leigh McClintock  
David Bell 
Jim Close 
Susie Prescott 
Peter Cunningham 
Nina Wang 
Susie Kaye   (P) 
Sally Cotton   (P) 

27 DEC to 2 JAN – Multi Day Activity  

Windarra Ski Lodge in Smiggin Holes:   
We will do day walks on the Main Range and depending on weather and the party we might 
do a three day traverse to Round Mountain in the north of the park and we will celebrate 

New Year’s Eve with a fancy dress party.  
Melinda’s Report: 

Another memorable week at Windarra.  We had enough leaders present to allow for a number 
of different walks on each day.  The weather held off as we explored the Main Range and 
beyond.  We were lucky enough to be visited by members of two different SBW groups who 
were also in the area. David‟s trips to the Snowies are always a memorable occasion.  New 
Year‟s Eve was celebrated in red! A great week, why not come along next time! 

David Trinder  
& 23 others 
 

 
 

TUE 27 DEC – Day Walk – M232                                                 11km    
Blue Mountains NP: 
Wentworth Falls - Darwins Walk-Slacks Stairs - Hippocrene Falls-Prince Regents Glen-Vera 
Falls-Valley of the Waters - Lilians Glen-Edinburgh Castle Rock-Wentworth Falls.  

Walk Report: 
An enjoyable walk with no dramas. Good amicable group. The weather was kind to us: the 
showers that were forecast did not eventuate. We all finished the day with refreshments at 
Schwarz's bakery. 

 
  
Chris Dowling 
Virginia Waller (P) 
Marina Chan 
Misako Sugiyama 
Alan Michie (V) 
Antoniya Bachvarova 
 

TUE 27 DEC – Day Walk – M211                                                 17km    
Post-Pudding Walk – Zoo to Aquarium: 
Ferry to Taronga Zoo Wharf - Bradleys Head - Chowder Bay - Middle Head - Balmoral Beach - 

Chinamans Beach - The Spit - Clontarf - Grotto Point Reserve - 40 Baskets Beach - 
Oceanworld, Manly and return to city by Ferry.  

Walk Report: 
A good day‟s walking at a decent pace to work off some of the Christmas excesses and stay 
ahead of dodgy weather 
 

 
Helen Lalas  
Joanne Timbs   (P) 
Tim Yewdall 
Glen Draper 
Lisa Ochs 
 

TUE 27 DEC – Day Walk – M232                                                 11km    
Blue Mountains NP: 
Govetts Leap - Braeside Walk - Neates Glen - Grand Canyon - Beauchamp Falls - Junction Rock 
- Govetts Leap.  

Walk Report: 
An enjoyable walk with no dramas. Good amicable group. The weather was cool and cloudy 
but it didn't rain: ideal walking weather, definitely not a typical late December day. There 
were lots of people out bushwalking. We all finished the day with refreshments at the 
Altitude Deli/Cafe in Blackheath. 
 

 
Chris Dowling 
Huw ap Rees 
Virginia Waller (P) 
Greg Bray 
Lisa Ochs 
 

 

SBW members are entitled to a 10% discount on all paper materials 

brought at Mapworld. 

(Kent St shop: 280 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000, Australia) 

 
Just tell the shop attendant before they ring up the sale please! 



The Devil Made Me Do It 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On one of my first forays into the magnificent country of South West Tassie we had to over night at Melaleuca, 
whilst waiting for the weather to clear, so that we could fly out from this dirt airstrip in the centre of the 
wilderness. Whilst we were hanging around, we inspected the old mine workings and found a little, nice old bloke 
fossicking about. As it had begun to drizzle he invited us into his hut, plied us with Tea and Biscuits and proceeded 
to yarn of “days of old”. It was a great night, and he was the remarkable Deny King, the “Man of Melaleuca” (for 
more on his amazing life refer to: 
 

 http://www.utas.edu.au/library/companion_to_tasmanian_history/K/Deny%20King.htm 

 http://www.latrobe.edu.au/childlit/Reviews/KingWilderness.htm ,  

 http://www.anbg.gov.au/biography/king-charles-denison.html . 
 

One of his yarns was about the Tassie Tiger (or as he called it, the Tassie Wolf). He recounted how, as child, he 
used to go to sleep listening to the howls of this unique animal in the surrounding bush. Unfortunately, they are 
now extinct, having died out through a combination of habitat loss, poisoning, shooting, trapping and the effects of 
a disease like “canine flu” (which left them too debilitated to hunt). 
 

Whilst I missed out on experiencing Tassie Tigers, over my years of visiting SW Tassie I have had a number of 
encounters with Tasmanian Devils, including a dusk session where two Cubs frolicked in a glade as Mum sat on a log 
and indulgently looked on. Oft times I have lain listening to the night sounds as I drifted off to sleep, only to be 
roused again by the eerie screams and screeches of Devils fighting over a carcass (Peter Jackson used Devil sounds 
to give voice to Sheob, the huge spider that Frodo & Sam battled).  
 

Unfortunately the population of Devils had crashed by 90% in some areas, due to the spread of the unique form of 
facial cancer to which their propensity for fighting (and “rough” sex) and their low genetic diversity makes them 
susceptible. The seriousness of the situation has led to the Tasmanian and Federal Governments to now list the 
species as formal “Endangered” (However, the SW is still clear of the disease, and this may be due to the more 
diverse genetic makeup of these resident  Devils (?). Whilst the scientific effort continues to study the problem, 
and to seek to find a treatment, a parallel track is well advanced.   http://www.tassiedevil.com.au/tasdevil.nsf   
This seeks to create “insurance” populations: 
 

 On islands and containable peninsulars (the latter with mixed results) 

 Building up breeding groups in Zoos both on the mainland and overseas (and Princess Mary of Denmark has 

been instrumental in lending her name to facilitate this process) 

 Establishing dedicated breeding sites – one of these has been set up in the Barrington Tops (selected due to 

its climatic similarity to Tassie). Please click on the following URLs to access some video clips of this 

facility – be warned, the films maximizes the “Cute” factor http://www.devilark.com.au/  & 

http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/   (video top right). (Some people may think that Devils are 

“Ugly”, they are certainly not “svelte” and few would find them “elegant”, but I suggest that they have a 

distinctly robust, rambunctious and rustic charm  

 More controversially – some radical scientists/conservationists advocate that we contemplate releasing 

disease free Devils on the mainland, given that they were only wiped out a mere 400 years ago (primarily 

due to the spread of the Dingo, and possibly also in combination with an earlier disease?). They point out 

that the Devils, as they do in Tassie today, would dramatically reduce the population of feral pest through 

seeking out and consuming the litters of wild rabbits, cats, dogs, pigs and rats)  

 There have also been recent media focus (in Wild, Australian Geographic and some TV programs) on the 

merits of Australian Wildlife being kept as domestic pets (especially Quolls). Also, extremely controversially 

– that once the Zoo populations of Devils exceed capacity, that they should be made available to the public 

to serve as domestic pets to supplant Cats and Dogs! When you have stopped laughing, recall that many 

people have some curious pets (a lady near me has a Ferret, which I meet slithering down the street on a 

leash every now and then....). Apparently, Devils do domesticate fairly well, they can be house trained, 

swap to being diurnal, are gentle to handle .......  and being solitary creatures, don‟t suffer the 

psychological problems that dogs do. However, the cubs do go through a gnawing phase ... and they don‟t 

stop at Slippers.... Mmmh! 
 

Anyway, if you happen to be up near Barrington Tops, contemplate dropping in. 
14.  

  

http://www.utas.edu.au/library/companion_to_tasmanian_history/K/Deny%20King.htm
http://www.latrobe.edu.au/childlit/Reviews/KingWilderness.htm
http://www.anbg.gov.au/biography/king-charles-denison.html
http://www.tassiedevil.com.au/tasdevil.nsf
http://www.devilark.com.au/
http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/


The Midweek Walkers 
Bill Holland 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Mid Week Walkers are an informal gathering of people in SBW who find the time to enjoy walking, cycling, 
kayaking during the quiet times of the week when others are working hard to support us.   If you would like to be 
added to our Midweek Walkers mailing list please let me know by contacting Bill Holland 296 3084 or by email to 
billholland@bigpond.com 

December and January are quiet times for our Midweek Walkers 
but activities get underway next month. 
 

We start with: 
 

February:   Villa Paradiso   Myola 20th – 24th February  
Myola is nice and quiet, one-street village on the beautiful Jervis 
Bay. The house is modern and comfortable and is surrounded by 
beautiful bush. The garden of the house goes down to river (handy 
for kayakers) A nice stroll through the bush brings you to the 
kilometres long beaches of the bay. Good stretches for cycling as 
well. The booking has been made so let me know if you would like 
to attend and please forward $50 deposit. 
 

In March Leigh McClintock has arranged a very special event: 
 

March:   Yuragir Coastal Walk 27th – 30th March 
The Yuragir Coastal Walk is 65 km along the coast from Angourie 
in the north to Red Rock in the south. This unique four day walk 
traverses Yuraygir National Park, the longest stretch of protected 
coastline in NSW, and adjoining Solitary Islands Marine Park. Along 
your journey you will encounter vast heathland plains, long sandy 
beaches, crystal clear creeks and lagoons, rocky headlands and 
abundant wildflowers and birdlife. Taking this walk will enrich you 
with experiences and memories to value forever. 
 

It will be four days either pack carrying or day walks from a 
central base camp – (see separate magazine article by Leigh 
McClintock) 
 

The following months will be described in more detail in the next 
issue but in brief: 
 

April: Canberra bicycle ride and see all the autumn colours.  We 
will stay at caravan park and cycle the bicycle pathways, visit 
galleries etc over three days.   
 

April: Stay in Woorabinda Lodge – Jindabyne and walk in the high 
country.  
 

May: The historic Moonan Brook Forestry Cottage. 
 

June: Either Ben Ricketts and Barren Grounds, Pittwater YHA or possibly a return to Newnes Cabins. 
 

Please contact me if you would like to join us on any of these activities. 
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The Mid Week Walkers are an informal gathering of people in SBW who find the time to enjoy walking, 

cycling and kayaking during the quiet times of the week. 

The range of activities caters for all abilities with emphasis on a more relaxed style of walking.  Some even 
prefer to spend at least part of the time back at base reading, bird watching or just relaxing in the 

outdoors. In most cases you can join us for all or any part of the Monday to Friday events, but we need to 
know you are coming. 

If you would like to be added to our Midweek Walkers mailing list please let me know by contacting Bill 
Holland 4296 3084 or by email to billholland@bigpond.com 

 

http://tasmania.bushwalk.com/forum/index.php


Coolana Report 
A team of nine people turned out to help at Coolana 3rd and 4th December, some people stayed longer. The trees on 
the Eastern Flat were weeded and most of the advanced blue gums had the guards taken off, some trees are 
already over two meters tall. There were no dead trees found in the 97 advanced plants. However a second 
planting in June of 80 small tube stocks did not fare as well, of the 65 trees checked 47 are alive and 18 dead. 
There was no watering of these trees after they were planted which may have contributed to the high mortality. All 
of the tracks around Coolana were cleared by a team lead by Glenn. Some tobacco and small lantana was hand 
weeded along the circuit track these weeds are steadily infesting Coolana. The water works were fixed by Barry. 
The Masport mower is now running but there is vibrations due to a bend in the blade carrier this will be fixed or 
replaced in due course avoid using this mower in the mean time. The big brush cutter is now hanging in the shed 
but Don forgot to take the spline nuts with him from Forestville, next time! The Mastercut mower would not run, 
found the air filter air pipe and carburetor soaked in engine oil, I think somebody has added engine oil in to the 
fuel tank! A new air filter will be ordered. The old filter was washed out but as it had not dried the motor would 
not run, try it next time and see what happens as the filter should dry out in the meanwhile.  The big new Honda 
mower has a crack in the chassis it starts at a point where there is a void in the bottom rib of the casting, the 
mower is now back at the mower shop for a warranty assessment. 
 

We did not use the new big mower so as to avoiding the risk of a total failure of the cracked chassis. But the lack of 
mower capacity had the usual effect we could not get the job done in the time available. It rained on Sunday so 
Ros and Shahram could not get the pack sprayers going on the rest of the weeds on the edges of the camping flat. 
The contractor‟s spraying on the camping flat looks good with dead dock and other weeds all over the flat and no 
other weeds growing on the open grass areas. Some new growth thistles were cut down and mulched with the 
utility mowers, some of the dead dock was mowed with the catcher mowers. It rained on Sunday so no spraying was 
possible. 
 

We did some mowing with catchers on the camping flat to catch the dead seeds of the swamp dock which given the 
recent spray job should not be viable seeds in any case, but on the basis of being too careful we mowed what we 
could with the catcher mowers. There is some of that yet to be done and further mowing of the camping flat with 
catcher mowers would be useful.  
 

30 litres of ULP have been added to the stock, a 5 litre drum of spray dye was purchased. 
 

The Shoalhaven Land care officer was not able to arrange a meeting over this last weekend.  
Barry stayed till Tuesday morning it rained on and off Sunday, Monday and Tuesday morning and of course no sign 
of the contractor who is to spray the eastern flat and given the forecast not much chance of him spraying in the 
next few days. Barry cleared out the water hump drains on the road up to the shelter shed. 
 

The weeds on the eastern Flat are definitely on the way up and there is quite a variety the tallest is a yellow 
flowered bush 1.2m high along the top of the middle bank, thistles are up to 600mm but with masses of small 
plants in places, a few purple paterson curse plants in the usual spot on the EF we have been reducing the number 
of these plants but they still keep coming. The pseudo capsicum much reduced but getting up in places now to 
500mm, moth vine and turkey rhubarb are also represented with a low cover of cobblers pegs getting going on the 
start of the slope up from the flat area. A few wild tobacco plants under the transmission line and a few tobacco 
suckers from the plants on the Quakers flat which were cut down in June. It would really be a good thing if the 
contractor can get to the eastern flat any time soon. 
 

The participants enjoyed the refreshments provided by the 
club but it had little effect of attracting new participants. 
The only new person was Margaret Rozea who is a tea 
totaller and she had just decided to come and have a look, 
she was not aware of the hospitality to be offered. The 
rest Ros, Rick, Shahram, Barry, Glenn, Spiro and Roy who 
is a mate of Spiro's are what I call regulars. However Barry 
and others cautioned me against calling it a failure! Glenn 
had not one bite for his fishing/working bees at Coolana, 
so that does not seem to work either. Bill has a bush care 
weekend on 21st 22nd January and I have a navigation 
training day on Saturday the 21st at Coolana with the hope 
that some may stay and help on Sunday, we will try 
anything once! 

 

The damage to the chassis on the new self propelled mower has been repaired under warranty by Honda. The 
mower will be stored at Forestville. I do not expect to be going down to Coolana until late January If anybody is 
going down between times and would like a mower for company please ring. It fitted OK into Rosie‟s Forester with 
the handle folded back. I noted the price for the new chassis was $548 with a labour charge of $195 so it is just as 
well it was under warranty. I found the brush cutter nuts on my bench where I had left them 2 months ago. 
 

Don Finch 
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Recent work party at Coolana 



 

Yuraygir Coastal Walk / 26-30 March 2012 
 

I had camped in the southern part of the Yuraygir National Park once before, and taken a walk along its beaches.  
But the first time I ever heard of the Yuraygir Coastal Walk was when I read an article in Virgin Australia‟s in-flight 
magazine, some time around the middle of 2011.  Pretty soon I started seeing it referred to in travel supplements 
of our daily papers.  And then someone told me it had its own website (not quite true – but if you Google “Yuraygir 
Coastal Walk”, a lot comes up.) 
 

The bottom line is that the walk, 65 km along the coast from Angourie in the north to Red Rock in the south, has 
been created by NPWS, the Clarence Valley Council and local businesses and communities.  It‟s a very encouraging 
development – some public/private cooperation to encourage people to come in to a lovely but inaccessible part of 
the north coast. 
 

 
 

Angourie is just south of Yamba, and Red Rock about 40 kms north of Coffs Harbour.  Hereabouts the Pacific 
Highway runs well inland; it is quite a detour to visit the handful of little beach towns on this part of the coast – 
Brooms Head, Sandon, Minnie Water and Wooli.  There used to be sand mining in the area, but it doesn‟t show now.  
For all intents and purposes, this is the longest stretch of undeveloped coastline in our state. 
 

The Sydney Bush Walkers are going there.  There are several ways of doing the walk, for which we are allowing four 
days.  Some people might like to make it a classic pack walk – carry everything and walk straight through. Others 
might prefer to travel lighter, operate out of a base camp and rely on car shuffles every day. Both styles are 
compatible with a choice of accommodation options; pitching a tent or sleeping in a bed, under a roof.  Or try both 
approaches, each for a couple of days. 
 

For the record, I like the idea of car shuffling, and being able to travel with only a little day pack on my back.  The 
best place to base ourselves would be Wooli, which offers a good range of accommodation options, and has a few 
shops and restaurants. It looks like a good spot for bird watching, boating and fishing, too. Minnie Water and 
Brooms Head could also serve in a pinch, but I have had a look at them and don‟t think they are as good as Wooli. 
 

Have a look at the various websites, and let me know if you‟re interested. 
 
Leigh McClintock 
8920 2386 
mcclintock@unwired.com.au 
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Have you seen the latest Colong Foundation Bulletin? 
If not, you can download it from the Colong Foundation website at: 

http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/ 

mailto:mcclintock@unwired.com.au
http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/


Peru 2012 
Lesley Clark 

 
Alpamayo Circuit 

 

Following up on the amount of interest shown in this year‟s trip to do some of the best treks in Peru, this program 
will run again in May 2012. There is space available, so read on or watch the pictures on the website. 
 

After a „what could we do better‟ session at the end of the trip, some fine-tuning has been done to make the walks 
that little bit better this time around. We‟ve also changed the order so that it‟s easier if you want to do two walks 
– the hardest is now last. 
 

It‟s a great time to be going to Peru. Since the last time I was there, numbers out trekking have increased 
noticeably, particularly on the last days of the Huayhuash Circuit and of Choquequirau to Machu Picchu. This joins 
up with a 4 day Salcantay walk, which has become another alternative route to Machu Picchu. Still, the trails have 
a way to go to become busy. We go in May because the wet season is over but the country is still green. The peak 
trekking season is a month or so away and so is the coldest weather. 
 

All treks are organized by Colonia Adventures of Huaraz, the main trekking centre in the Cordillera Blanca, which is 
north-west of Lima (www.coloniaclimb.com). Colonia is a family company run by Gilf Laurente and his wife Maruja 
Colonia. I met Gilf on a trek around 6 years ago and got back in touch last year to „go direct‟, having had a taste of 
the quality, excellent food, fun, warmth and local culture that Colonia brings. Gilf has associates in the other main 
centres in Peru and in Latin American countries, who handle the logistics of Colonia treks which run from these 
locations. Three cooked meals, afternoon tea, snacks, hot water to wash, tents and mats are all provided while on 
trek. Pack horses and donkeys and horsemen look after the gear – all you carry is your daypack.  A hospital horse 
for flagging spirits or stomachs, oxygen and a mountain paramedic are always on hand.   
 

We found a great budget hotel in Lima, as recommended by LP and this is likely to be here people will stay. In line 
with its name, Hostal el Patio has lots of patios and corners for pulling up chairs and a bottle. There even some 
things to do in Lima – visit Larco del Mar for lunch, do the city tour, find a restaurant to try some of Peru‟s 
excellent dishes, notably ceviche limeno. 
 
We begin with an early flight to Cusco for a couple of acclimatization days before beginning the Choquequirau 
walk.  While the program includes a City Tour and an unforgettable day in the Sacred Valley, there is plenty to do 
in Cusco – sights, walks, shopping in abundance and superb restaurants (try the local specialties – trout, guinea pig, 
alpaca or aji de gallina) or just hang out in one of our hotel‟s beautiful spaces.  
 

The trek to Choquequirau-Machu Picchu begins with a two day walk to Choquequirau, the second most important 
archaeological site in the Cusco region. Still being excavated, Choquequirau lies at the top of a steep hill, across 
the 1500m Rio Apurimac canyon, thereby isolating it from tour buses and day walkers.  After time at the site, the 
walk crosses another deep canyon, the Rio Blanco and Rio Silvestre, before heading into the cloud forest and past 
Inca terraces, old mines, local farms and communities towards Machu Picchu.  Condor sightings are common. And 
snow capped mountains, beautiful rivers... 
 

After a night out in Aguas Calientes, we will do Machu Picchu, maybe the hot springs or more shopping and dining, 
and then take the train to Cusco for a day off before flying to Lima. The bus trip north to Huaraz has its own merits 
– who could say they have seen Peru without a glimpse of the shanty towns of the sand dunes? Huaraz is not a 
pretty town, but the outbreak of great cafes and restaurants will keep any weary trekker occupied.  The walk from 
Gilf‟s hostel to the pre-Inca ruins of Wilkahuain and on to the hot springs or a day walk to one of many of the 
spectacular lakes in the Cordillera Blanca make the city a good stopover.  
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Peru 2012 cont. 
We moved the Huayhuash Circuit to next on the program – because it is stunning, moderate, famous and an 
absolute must for world trekkers. If two walks is your time limit, you can get it in, along with the essentials of Peru 
in Cusco and Choquequirau. 
 

The Huayhuash is one of the best treks through one of the most spectacular ranges in the Andes and is growing in 
popularity every year. The trek passes a number of peaks over 6,000 metres, glaciers, beautiful lakes (cochas) and 
flat plains (pampas). The best known peak is Siula Grande, made famous by Joe Simpson following his fall and 
recovery, which he wrote about in “Touching the Void.‟ A high pass is crossed almost every day, with stunning 
views of the Huayhuash and Raura ranges and opportunities to spot condors, Andean geese, ducks and vizcachas.  

You can anticipate a cool beer at some 
campsites, when the local women set up shop 
and a hot dip in a mountain spring at another. 
 

The walk crosses into the Amazon catchment, 
which means the weather can vary – a good 
snowfall is not expected in May, but adds to 
the beauty. Good weather means that some 
variations, over steep passes closer to the 
glaciers, can be done. Warm, sunny days are 
more likely. 
 

The last campsite provides a five star venue 
for a bit of Quechua culture. While the group 
enjoys a morning walk through the Quenua 
forests to the foot of the glacier, the cooks 
will be preparing a pachamanca, or Andean 
barbeque. A sheep and a sample of the 3,000 
potato varieties that grow in Peru are 
marinated in Andean herbs, put in an „oven‟ 
covered in hot coals and grasses and allowed 
to cook, accompanied by the ceremonial 
drinking of beer mixed with coke. You then 
have the rest of the afternoon to demolish 
this feast. If not for the absence of Andean 
herbs and potatoes, I would be building one 
of these ovens in the backyard. 
 

After returning to Huaraz for a short break for 
showers, washing, dining out and sleep in a 
bed at La Casa de Maruja, it‟s on to the bus 
for the Alpamayo Circuit. This was my 
primary reason for going back to Peru in 
2011, to tackle this fairly tough but 
spectacularly beautiful circuit. This year we 
have added a day to include the very famous 
Santa Cruz pass, which is the most walked 
track in the Cordillera Blanca and is normally 
done as part of a 4 day walk. Not many 
trekkers go beyond this – yet. 
 

The Alpamayo Circuit passes the highest 
mountains in Peru – which also means crossing 
some of the steepest passes. Alpamayo was 
described as the most beautiful mountain in 
the world by someone and is now promoted 

as such. They are not far wrong if wrong at all.  Well known in trekking circles is El Cedros, a beautiful, valley that 
passes between two ranges and is a part of our route. 
 

Back to Huaraz and a party at the hostel. No doubt it‟s meant to be a surprise, but there will be Peruvian dishes for 
dinner, musicians, awards and dancing. And then you have to go home. I‟m looking forwarding to continuing the 
relationship that we have established with Gilf and Maruja with more Latin American adventures. 
 

More information contact: lj.clarke@optusnet.com.au; 8084 0468 
 

Colonia website: www.coloniaclimb.com 
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Rio Apurimac canyon 

 
 

 
Jaguacocha, on the Huayhuash 
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Sydney Bush Walkers – Member Benefits 
Rich and varied Activities Program:  
(which is updated Quarterly and via “Short Notice Activity” emails) 
 

 Day Walking, Weekend Walking, Mid Week trips, Multi Day Trips (Long Weekends and Easter) – grades from 

easy to hard 

 Exploratory Trips 

 Extended trips (7 day, 2 wks etc),  

 Trips into wilderness & remote areas of Australia (SW Tassie, Kimberly‟s etc)  

 Overseas trips (Himalayas, Japan, Peru, UK, Europe etc) 

 Liloing, Canoeing, Canyoning, Cross Country Ski Touring, Snow Shoeing Touring, Cycling 

 Endurance Events for “Tigers” – organized public events and our very own: 6 Ft Track, K to K and 3 Peaks  

 Orienteering and Rogaining (including Navshield, for which the registration fee is funded by the club for 

active Leaders) 

Access to: 
 a reliably competent group of congenial trip companions (who are world renown as “interesting 

characters!”) 

 a rich store of rare trip knowledge of how to visit remote and special places 

 Light Weight walking techniques 
 

Skills Enhancement for Members in the areas of: 
 an induction program for Prospective Members 

 camping  

 navigating  

 abseiling  

 paddling  

 Cross Country Skiing (courtesy of the NSW Nordic Ski Club) 

 Leadership (for bush walks and specialist activities) 

 First Aid (the club funds the registration fee for completing a formal course, or renewal courses, for 

Members who walk for 10 or more days/yr, This includes the 4 day Remote Area Course for active Leaders)  
 

Note: the commercial equivalent of many of these Workshops would be in the range of $100-150 per day) 
 

Discounts: a standing 10% discount from Mapworld and Paddy Pallin (including waiving of the fee for the PP Club), 
and “specials” from our Gear and Adventure Trip advertisers 
 

Coolana: our 53 hectare Bush Property on the Kangaroo River, which is available for use by Members at any time: 
 camping, orienteering, swimming, paddling, liloing, and just relaxing 

 day & weekend walking – and lots of accessible walks of all types & grades in the beautiful Kangaroo Valley 

 

Camping: Base camping from bush campsites, car accessible camp sites & lodges 
 

Communication:  
 a rich Web Site with a dedicated Members Area full of resources www.sbw.org.au with lots of “virtual 

walking” material for those who can‟t “get out there” 

 Picasa Gallery for Trip photographs 

 a high quality monthly electronic or printed Magazine / Newsletters (with an expanding historical database) 

 regular information emails via Google Groups  

 information via the www.bushwalk.com online Forum, Facebook 

http://www.facebook.com/#!/SydneyBushWalkers and “Meetup” http://www.meetup.com/Sydney-Bush-

Walkers-Club/ 

 

Social:  
 Monthly informative evening presentations, concluding with networking over wine and cheese  

 Mid Winter Feast, Christmas Party and the Annual Picnic at Balmoral 

 annual Reunion at Coolana 

 The “Tiggers” group for the young and young at heart 

 

Since our saving of the Blue Gum Forest in 1932, we have had a record of achievement, which includes: North Era, 
Ettrema, Colong, Border Ranges, Colo, Tantawanglo, Wollemi and others. This continues with:  
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Sydney Bush Walkers – Member Benefits cont.
 

 alerts on current issues and campaigns  

 walks in areas of current conservation focus i.e. the Gardens of Stone  

 Bush Care (at Coolana and other locations) 

 lobbying of Governments and Organisations  
 

Community Service:  
 support for our Members who train & serve with the Bushwalkers Wilderness Rescue Squad (BWRS)  

http://www.bwrs.org.au/ 

 volunteer & Committee roles in support of the Club 

 Acting as a Facilitator on the various Skills Enhancement Workshops to pass on expertise to others  

 safeguarding the Bush via representation & lobbying at the State level (Confederation of NSW Bushwalking 

Clubs) and the National Level (via Bushwalking Australia) 
 

Heritage: founded in 1927, with an ongoing parade of exceptional people, traditions of achievement and 
phenomenal experiences, conducted safely and with style 
 

Australian Volunteers International 
AVI connects people to learn from each other and achieve shared goals. Participants can join the global effort to: 

 reduce poverty 

 promote human rights, good governance, gender equality 

 enhance health and education services 

 protect the environment 

Visit: www.australianvolunteers.com to learn more 
 

Bouddi National Park 
When you stand on our northern beaches and look north across the entrance to Broken Bay you see an extended 
stretch of bush covered coast with headlands, bays and beaches. This is Bouddi, and it encompasses a number of 

distinct vegetation types and pristine beaches. The park has a 
good network of formed walking trails. This includes an 8 km 
coastal walk which can be done via car swapping, or train to 
Woy Woy, and then taxi to the start & finish.  
When the numerous optional side trips to view points, and 
some swims, are added to this walk, it makes a very good day 
trip. In season there is also the chance to see migrating 
whales from the headlands (and sometimes they leap) - 
Refer: 
 

http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/NationalParks/parkWal
king.aspx?id=N0005#MountBouddiWalkingTrack 
 

The existence of Bouddi is largely down to Marie Byles who, 
after years of lobbying, was successful in getting the park 
gazetted in 1935. This achievement stands as one of the 
pioneering moments of conservation not only in Australia but 
also across the world. Her contribution is celebrated via the 
Lookout in Bouddi that is named after her. The lookout is 
adjacent to “The Scenic Road” on the way to Killclare. It has 
a stunning view across Broken Bay, and then down the 
dramatic sandstone cliff line to Bondi. There is also a story 
board and a nice picture of Marie perched on top of a 
mountain in Norway.  
 

Marie was a founding Member of SBW (and as a Solicitor, she 
wrote our first Constitution), she contributed funds to 
purchase Coolana, and from her Will to fund, its ongoing 
maintenance. She picked her own Lookout at Coolana at Grid 
69855205 (on the Bundanoon Series 3, 1:25,000 Map), and 
from this rocky terrace there is a fine view across the 
Kangaroo River and up to the striking northern escarpment. 

More on the exceptionally varied life of this remarkable woman can be found on the SBW History Page at: 
http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-sbw-history.seo 
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Tallow Beach 

 
Marie Byles and Marjorie Edgar Jones on Crystal 

Peak, New Zealand, 1935 
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"Friends of the Brush Tailed Rock Wallaby" Association 
 

 
 

See: http://www.rockwallaby.org.au/ 
 

This association has its base in Kangaroo Valley on the property between Chakola and the Hampden Bridge. It is 
headed up by the property owners where the bulk of the remnant wallabies are located, along the Escarpment. - 
One of the major drivers for Dot Butler, and then SBW as a whole, to purchase Coolana was for conservation of 
flora and fauna - and specifically to help preserve the habitat and population of these photogenic Wallabies.  - the 
local Wallaby population is currently growing slightly, and with the continued focus on baiting and shooting the 
Foxes there is some prospect that the range of the Wallaby colony may expand down river  
- You can help the “Friends of the BTRW” by: 
 

a) Joining the Association - $10 for an individual, and $15 for Families 

b) Purchasing items from http://www.rockwallaby.org.au/help/ (T Shirts, Caps, Polo Shirts, Fleeces, Gift 

Cards & Videos) 

c) Making a Donation  

 

Their Newsletter can be viewed at: http://www.rockwallaby.org.au/newsletters/ 

 

Need Some Thermal Clothing? 
 

The "Friends of the Brush Tailed Rock Wallaby" Association, http://www.rockwallaby.org.au/help/ , market a range 
of Australian made clothing: 
 

 Polar Fleece vests  $32,  
 Polar fleece jumpers  $40,  
 Microfibre vests  $32,  
 Microfibre jumpers $40    

(Not including delivery costs) 
 

Please consider purchasing from them, as the proceeds go towards conserving this unique and threatened animal 
 

 

     Dawn Stars by Kah Kit Yoong 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Wild Life Photographer of the Year –  

Exhibition at the Australian Museum 
 

105 magnificent images, selected from 41,000 international entries, are on 
display from 10 December to 18 March at 6 College Street 
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Accommodation in the Kangaroo Valley 
 

As an alternative to camping at “Coolana” there is the option of hut accommodation at “Chakola” (which is on the 
right a couple of kms before Coolana on the road to Tallowa Dam).   This is the facility run by Conservation 
Volunteers Australia, who orchestrate a large number of conservation projects across Australia primarily staffed by 
young visitors from overseas. 
 

The Property has 16 small rustic cabins which can accommodate up to 37 guests. Cabins are basic but comfortable, 
and range in size from single, twin share and double to 4-share dormitory-style rooms. Bed linen is available upon 
request for a small additional cost. Amenity blocks with showers and toilets are a short stroll from the cabins. A 
camp kitchen and dining area is available for self-catering. 
 

Facilities include: 
 

 BBQ  

 Commercial grade kitchen stocked with all cooking utensils  

 Shower and toilet blocks  

 Table tennis and dart board in communal recreation area  

 Wood heater with comfortable seating  

 Training and Education Room for up to 37 people (i.e. as a Conference venue) 

 Access to DVD and TV  

 

Refer: http://www.conservationvolunteers.com.au/about-us/land-management/chakola 
 
 

How to get to Coolana 
“Coolana” (an aboriginal word which means “happy meeting place of the future”) is located in the scenic Kangaroo 
Valley south of Sydney.  
 

Directions: Drive down either by the Princes Highway via Berry, or the Hume Highway via Mittagong. Then drive to 
the historic Village of Kangaroo Valley. Total distance is 185km via the Princes Hwy & 175 km via the Hume Hwy 
i.e. 2.5-3hrs dependant on traffic conditions and breaks.  
 

 
 

Just N of the village (see Map), turn W onto the Mount Scanzi Road, and drive for 5 km to the intersection of the 
Mount Scanzi Road and Tallowa Dam Road (just past the Power Lines). Turn right onto Tallowa Dam Rd and 
continue W for 100 metres to the signposted entrance to Coolana. The entrance is located at grid reference 
692513, on the Burrier Map (8928-2-S), on the N side of the Rd. Then drive 400 metres along the dirt track to the 
car park. It is possible to camp near the cars (however, this is near the escarpment, so please take care at night). 
The primary camping area is on the flats beside the river, which is 600 metres down the hill following the 4WD 
Track.  
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Outdoor Recreation – Formal Skills and Leadership Training 
Whilst this is certainly not everyone‟s “thing”, it is an offering that is available. 
 

Lithgow TAFE has a range of courses to choose from.  
 

Refer to: http://australianoutdooreducation.com / these are available through TAFE Western Connect i.e. Flexible 
and Distance Learning  
 

Short Courses  
1. Statement of attainment in Abseiling  
2. Mountain Biking  
3. Multi Pitch Abseiling   

Certificate II in Outdoor Recreation 
Comprised of a first-year and a second-year 10-day residential/field Block Delivered Program.  Depending on the 
program option, students gain an appreciation of a variety of Australian natural landscapes and environments from: 
sandstone cliffs in the Blue Mountains for climbing, abseiling and canyoning to the local water ways for canoeing.  
 

The program has a maximum group size of 19 students with 2–3 qualified and experienced TAFE teachers.  
 

First year 
First program - 10 days (Canyon/Canoe/Climb) 

 

Second year 
Second program (Cross Country Skiing) – 10 days (abseil, indoor climbing, cross-country skiing) 

 

Certificate III in Outdoor Recreation 
http://www.wit.tafensw.edu.au/course-information/search-for-a-course/course-details?no=19651 
The Certificate III in Outdoor Recreation provides the training required to enter a career in the Outdoor Recreation 
industry. Graduates of the Certificate III could expect to gain entry level employment in Outdoor Adventure 
Guiding, Outdoor Education Instructor, and Corporate Outdoor Training. Certificate IV graduates typically work 
independently of direct supervision often in remote environments requiring high level technical skills and the 
ability to deal with non-routine situations.  
 

This course provides attendees with the skills and knowledge to guide individuals and groups to safely participate in 
outdoor recreation activities in a controlled environment. Attendees learn to use a diverse range of equipment, to 
work in differing environments such as water, dry land and mountainous terrains and to provide support to deal 
appropriately with unplanned or unexpected events.  
 

Certificate IV in Outdoor Recreation 
 

http://www.wit.tafensw.edu.au/course-information/search-for-a-course/course-details?no=19652 
 

Depending on the specialisations chosen, this course provides attendees with the technical skills and knowledge to 
work as a guide in uncontrolled environments enabling clients to participate in outdoor recreation activities, or as 
an instructor teaching clients to independently undertake specific outdoor recreation skills. 
 

Attendees develop leadership, guidance and supervision skills to autonomously manage expected and unexpected 
situations.  
 

The above can also be combined, and with additional courses, leads to a Diploma in Outdoor Education  
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Paddling down the River 
 

The Bureau of Meteorology (i.e. the BOM) has an ongoing program of supplying more data with a better 
web based User interfaces.  
 

A recent addition has been in respect of River Height graphics. The height of the river at the popular 
“Put In” at Hampden Bridge on the Kangaroo River is accessible at: 
http://www.bom.gov.au/fwo/IDN60234/IDN60234.068181.plt.shtml 
 

By clicking on the “Previous” and “Next” Menu Items, the river height at Tallowa Dam and a number of 
locations down the Shoalhaven River can also be viewed. Also all the other River measuring stations 

around NSW 

http://australianoutdooreducation.com/tvet2009-first.htm
http://australianoutdooreducation.com/tvet2009-second-cross.htm
http://www.wit.tafensw.edu.au/course-information/search-for-a-course/course-details?no=19651
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Social Program 
Kathy Gero 

 
ALL SOCIAL MEETINGS ARE HELD AT THE KIRRIBILLI NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE 

THEY COMMENCE AT 7.35 pm (please wait downstairs until the room is cleared). 
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January 11 
8pm 

New Members Night 
Introduction to SBW for intending prospective members 

 
January 18 
7pm 

Committee Meeting 
Observers welcome 

 
February 15 
7.30pm 

Exploring Mauritius and La Reunion 
Club member, Ondrej Ivanic spent 2 weeks exploring these islands in the Indian 
Ocean (but it was not enough!).  Come and discover the great adventures that 
abound amidst their volcanoes, canyons, high peaks and fancy colored terrain. 
 

 
COME AND SUPPORT OUR GUEST SPEAKERS! 

Why not come along and meet for dinner at Kirribilli before one of the social evenings? 
Or if you would like to organise a social event for club members contact Kathy and share your 

ideas with her! 
Her email address is kathymg73@gmail.com 

 
Communication problems with the club???  

Would you like to change your mailing address or have you lost your website 
password???  Don’t know who to contact???  Please use the contacts below to  

resolve any problems you may have! 
 

Website - Members‟ area access problems, change password??? 

   → Contact Karl at communications@sbw.org.au 
Website - contributions, suggestions, errors??? 

   → Contact Caro or Lily at webmaster@sbw.org.au 
Address and email changes???   

   →Contact Yeok Ken Williams at databasemanager@sbw.org.au 
Mailing list - join, not receiving, problems??? 

   → Contact Karl at communications@sbw.org.au 

 

mailto:kathymg73@gmail.com
mailto:communications@sbw.org.au
mailto:webmaster@sbw.org.au
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 SYDNEY BUSH WALKERS INC 

NOMINATION FORM – for Election of SBW’s Committee 

2012 ANNUAL ELECTIONS 
 

I, ................................................. a 
member of the    (full name) 

 Sydney Bush Walkers Inc (SBW) 

propose the nomination of the Candidate for election to the Committee position(s) of SBW. 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

(Full name of the Candidate) 
 
................................... 
Signature of Proposer (or by e-mail)  
 
Date: .............................. 
 
 

I, .................................................  a 
member of SBW  
(full name) 

  

second the nomination of the Candidate for election to a Committee position(s) of SBW. 
 

................................... 
Signature of Seconder (or by e-mail)  
 

Date: .............................. 
 
Candidate Contact Details 
 

Telephone:  Work………….………………Home ……………..……………  Mobile: ………….….………….. 

 Email:  ……………………………….……………………………………… 

 
The Candidate, being a member of the SBW, is nominated for the position(s) of: 
 

President    _____ 
 
Vice President    _____ 
 
Secretary    _____ 
 
Treasurer    _____ 
 
Committee Member (5 positions) _____ (please indicate preferred roles: New 
Members, Membership, Activities Coordination, Communications, Skills Enhancement)   
 

(Members may be nominated for more than one position - please indicate at least one.) 

 

................................... 
Signature of the Candidate (or by e-mail)  

 

Date: .............................. 

 

Note: The Nomination Form must be delivered to the Club Secretary at least 7 days before the date fixed 

for the holding of the Annual General Meeting at which the election is to take place. 

 



 


